
Chapters Six to Nine 

Ch 6-The Redskin’s helicopters hover in the air and eventually land, slaughtering many of the 
animals belonging to the villagers. School continues and Matilda questions Mr Watts about 
his whereabouts during the Redskin’s raid to which his attitude seems very unworried. 
Dolores comes to the class room offering her ideas of faith, both Biblical and cultural. 
Matilda sees her mother in a new light, one that portrays an angry, righteous woman that 
believes Mr Watts’ teachings and beliefs are wrong for the children.  

Ch 7-Dolores tells all she knows to Matilda in fear that the Redskins would soon return. She 
emphasises the impact white people have had on her life including the mine, blockade and 
departure of her husband, Matilda decides “that the white world had forgotten” them. 

Ch 8-After 2 babies die of malaria, the issues of the mine are brought back into view. The 
rivers and oceans are polluted and the Redskins have put many locals out of work. Many 
hoped for money again to but things like food and beer but Matilda hopes only for hope. She 
relied on the fact that if things could change for Pip, they could for her although she feared 
she would lose him if he changed too much. Matilda, still angry after her mother’s class visit, 
approaches Dolores and questions about her father. Dolores reveals that she often thinks of 
him and also tells of his disorderly charge which makes Matilda question the kind of man he 
is.  

Ch 9-Matilda begins to sympathise with Mr Watts as he is the only white person on the island 
and tries to figure out how his mind works. More friends and relatives visit the classroom 
offering their stories. The children look to Mr Watts as to how to they are to react to some 
stories. Mr Watts seems to feel uncomfortable when Dolores comes to speak again. 

Characterisation- Dolores’ faith and religion is shown strongly throughout this section. We 
also see her determination to divert the children’s minds from Great Expectations and the 
teachings Mr Watts offers. Dolores tries to reach Matilda on a mother/daughter level, sharing 
all her knowledge with Matilda. Her view on whites becomes evidently clear and is a 
negative one. Dolores reveals her thoughts on her husband’s actions. 

Matilda begins to see another side of her mother and is torn between both Dolores and Mr 
Watts when it comes to her beliefs and ideas on the world. Matilda comes to believe that the 
white world has forgotten her. She wants her mother to see that Mr Watts is a “kind man” but 
knows that her stubbornness won’t allow her to see it. She also shows a sign of stubbornness 
when it comes to forgiving her mother. She begins to feel for Mr Watts in his “lonely” 
situation. 

Mr Watts’ attitude towards Dolores changes as he seems to become wary of her. 

Intertextuality- Dolores quotes the opening of Genesis during her class visit. Matilda feels as 
if she is caught in between her mother and Mr Watts much like Pip was caught between his 
sister and Joe. Matilda decides that her mother is more like Miss Havisham, not being able to 
properly move on after her husband left her.  



Representation- the Redskins highlighted as the “villains” because of their actions, the 
villagers are the innocent, just living their lives.  

The whites are becoming a branch from which most problems seem to stem 

Themes- Mother/daughter relationships, faith, generalisation/ideology (?)of whites, isolation 

Context-the horror and reality of the Redskin’s actions are shown more prominently, the role 
played by whites during the time is seen to be completely un-helpful, the effects of the mine 
are highlighted, not just environmental but also job related 

Identity- the traditional, passed-down ways of life become more evident in the 
Bougainvilleans. 

Whites are seen as the problem, making things steadily worse. 

Mr Watts is alone and isolated, can’t relate to any others on the island 

Setting- the hot, blue-skies climate, jungle 

	  


